Interaction modes of long-chain fatty acids in dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine bilayer membrane: contrast to mode of inhalation anesthetics.
The effects of long-chain fatty acids (four saturated and two unsaturated fatty acids, one derivative) on phase transitions of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayer membranes were examined in the low concentration region, and the results were compared with those for an inhalation anesthetic. The effects of all fatty acids on the pre- and main-transition temperatures of the DPPC bilayer membrane appeared in the concentration range of microM order while that of the anesthetic appeared in the mM order. The appearance modes of these ligand actions were significantly different from one another. The three differential partition coefficients of the ligands between two phases of the DPPC bilayer membrane were evaluated by applying the thermodynamic equation to the variation of the phase-transition temperatures. The DPPC bilayer membranes showed the different receptivity for the ligands; the saturated fatty acids had an affinity for gel phase whereas unsaturated fatty acids and an anesthetic had an affinity for liquid-crystalline phase to the contrary. In particular, the receptivity for the ligands in the gel phase markedly changed depending on kinds of ligands. The interaction modes between the DPPC and fatty acid molecules in the gel phase were considered from the hexagonal lattice model. The disappearance compositions of the pretransition by the fatty acids coincided with the compositions at which the membrane is all covered by the units in each of which two fatty acids molecules are regularly distributed in the hexagonal lattice in a different way, and the distribution depended on the chain length and existence of a double bond for the fatty acids. The interpretation did not hold for the case of the anesthetic at all, which proved that a number of anesthetic molecules act the surface region of the bilayer membrane nonspecifically. The present study clearly implies that DPPC bilayer membranes have high ability to recognize kinds of ligand molecules and can discriminate among them with specific interaction by the membrane states.